
Name _____________________          14 The Origin of Species   Test Date _________
                   Study Guide
You must know:  

•  The difference between microevolution and macroevolution.
•  The biological concept of species
•  Prezygotic and postzygotic barriers that maintain reproductive isolation in natural populations.
•  How allopatric and sympatric speciation are similar and different.
•  How an autopolyploid or an allopolyploid chromosomal change can lead to sympatric speciation.
•  How punctuated equilibrium and gradualism describe two different tempos of speciation.
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1. Identify the type of reproductive barrier in the following examples and indicate whether they are pre- or postzygotic barriers.

Type of
Barrier

Pre-or
Post Example

The salamanders Ambystoma tigrinum and A. maculatum breed in the 
same areas. A. tigrinum mates from late February through March. A. 
maculatum does not start mating until late March or early April.

Two species of mice are mated in the lab and produce fertile hybrid 
offspring, but offspring of the hybrids are sterile.

When fruit flies of two particular species are crossed in the lab, their 
offspring are unable to produce eggs and sperm.

A zoologist observed two land snails of different species that were 
trying to mate with little success because they apparently did not "fit" 
each other.

Male fiddler crabs (genus Uca) wave their large claws to attract the 
attention of females. Each species has a slightly different wave.

When different species of tobacco plants are crossed in a greenhouse, 
the pollen tube usually bursts before the eggs are fertilized.

Blackjack oak (Quercus marilandica) grows in dry woodlands, and 
scrub oak (Q. ilicifolia) grows in dry, rocky, open areas. Pollen of one 
species seldom pollinates the other.

The liger offspring of a lion and tiger are often weak and unhealthy.

2. Formation of new species often begins with geographical isolation. For each of the organisms listed below, name two geographical 
 barriers that might lead to allopatric speciation.

  1. Daisy 

  2. Mouse 

  3. Trout

  4. Oak tree 

  5. Sparrow 

  6. Sea star
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3. New species can result if a change in chromosome number produces a reproductive barrier that isolates organisms from their 
 parent populations.  State whether you think each of the organisms in italics below would be able to reproduce (yes or no), whether 
 it could represent a new species (yes or no), and how many chromosomes it would have.

Reproduction New Species Number of 
Chromosomes Example

A flower has 18 chromosomes (2n = 18). Nondisjunction occurs, and diploid 
gametes are formed. The zygotes formed are tetraploids, capable of self-fertilization 
when mature.

A tree has 22 chromosomes (2n = 22). Nondisjunction produces a diploid pollen 
grain, which fertilizes a normal haploid egg. The resulting polyploid zygote 
develops into a full-grown tree.

Antelope of two different species mate in a zoo. Species A has 36 chromosomes; 
species B has 34 chromosomes. They produce a hybrid offspring.

A lily of species A has 16 chromosomes. Species B has 20 chromosomes. A hybrid 
with 18 chromosomes undergoes nondisjunction, producing a lily that is capable of 
self-pollination.
A botanist treats some tissue from a strawberry plant (2n = 14) with a chemical that 
causes nondisjunction. This doubles the number of chromosomes in a cell. This cell 
is then cultured on a special medium, until it eventually develops into a strawberry 
plant that can self-pollinate.

Pollen from the cell-cultured strawberry in the question above is placed on the 
flower of a plant of the parent species, producing a triploid hybrid zygote.

4. Contrast the gradualist model of speciation with the punctuated equilibrium model by completing the chart below.

Gradualism Punctuated Equilibrium

Long-term tempo of evolution smooth or jumpy?

Same processes as microevolution, or different process?

Kind of evidence in fossil record?

Speciation fast or slow?

Continuous change through life of species, or quick 
change and stability?
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           15 Tracing Evolutionary History   
                   Study Guide
You must know:  

•  The taxonomic categories and how they indicate relatedness.
•  How systematics is used to develop phylogenetic trees.
•  The three domains of life, including their similarities and their differences.
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1. Review the geological timeline by numbering each of the following events in order and naming the geological era when each 
 occurred.  

Order Era Event

_____ ______________ A. Cone-bearing plants and dinosaurs dominant

_____ ______________ B. Humans appear

_____ ______________ C. Origin of first animals

_____ ______________ D. First vertebrates

_____ ______________ E. Increase in mammals, birds, insects, and flowers

_____ ______________ F. Extinction of dinosaurs

_____ ______________ G. Invasion of land by plants and arthropods

_____ ______________ H. First insects, amphibians, and reptiles

_____ ______________ I. Origin of life (prokaryotes)

_____ ______________  J. Mass extinction of marine life

2. You are the first zoologist to penetrate the Timbasi Swamp and explore the Okongo Forest. Amazingly, you have identified seven 
 species of guenon monkeys previously unknown to science. You have risked your neck to obtain blood samples from the elusive 
 monkeys. Using similarities in blood proteins and facial markings, you have figured out the relationship of the new guenons with 
 the known species of guenons shown on the chart. Test your understanding of phylogenetic trees by matching each of the new 
 monkeys listed below with one of the letters inserted into the revised phylogenetic tree.

  _____ 1. Ann's: More closely related to Diana than any other species
  _____ 2. Flat-topped: As close to Mona as Mona is to Campbell's
  _____ 3. Gladstone's: Closer to redtail and moustached than any other new species 
  _____ 4. Bearded: Related to Diana but not as closely as Ann's 
  _____ 5. Liebaert's: A ground-dweller not closely related to any of the others 
  _____ 6. Perkins's: Related to Mona and Campbell's, but it branched off earlier 
  _____ 7. Striped: Equally related to blue and redtail, but closer to ancestor
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3. Cladistic analysis seeks to clarify evolutionary and taxonomic relationships by finding clades, groups of organisms made up of an 
 ancestor and all its descendants. This simplified phylogenetic tree uses cladistic analysis (based on anatomy, but backed up by 
 molecular data) to reconstruct the relationships among four groups of plants and their closest relatives, the green algae.  Use the 
 cladogram below to answer the following questions. 

 1. Which four groups of organisms above make up the ingroup?

 2. Which organisms constitute the outgroup?

 3. Are analogous or homologous features used in cladistic analysis?

 4. Which characters are unique to a lineage of organisms, shared derived characters or shared primitive characters? Which are more 
     useful in differentiating among (separating out) distinct lineages?

 5. What is a shared primitive character common to all plants?

 6. What is a shared derived character common to all plants?

 7. What is a shared primitive character common to all plants with seeds? 

 8. What is a shared derived character common to all plants with seeds?

 9. Which characters are most useful in deciding whether an organism is in the outgroup or the ingroup, shared primitive characters 
     or shared derived characters?

 
 10. If we are interested in focusing on all plants that have vascular tissues, which groups on the phylogenetic tree constitute the 
       outgroup? The ingroup?

 
 11. What is the name of a taxonomic group consisting of an ancestor and all its descendants? 

 12. What other organisms are in the clade that includes the first plants with seeds? 
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4. Name the three domains of life and describe the differences between each.

5. Starting with domain and ending with species, classify a human being using the taxonomic categories.
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